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1 Introduction

Letter mail services have come under pressure due to the emergence of electronic
communication channels. Postal operators (POs) and regulators reconsider their
pricing and policy behavior against the question what the value of mail still is.
In this regard, several studies have examined demand for mail and its drivers,
most of them from the perspective of senders of mail. However, in order to
fully understand the mail’s value and its demand it is not only important to
consider the sender’s but also the recipient’s preferences and appreciation of
mail because the latter also determine the mail’s value for the sender. The
recipient’s perception of the mail he receives depends on the composition or the
mix of mail. Consequently, various types of mail interact with each other: some
types of mail are perceived positively and contribute to the attractiveness of the
mail channel. They thereby also increase the value of other mail.

Hence, the mailstream can be interpreted as a platform with various market
sides: senders of two types of mail and recipients. This paper establishes analo-
gies between the mailstream as a platform and other platforms like newspapers
and TV channels. It discusses the relevance of an interdependency between var-
ious types of mail in optimal pricing strategies and the effect of selective market
entry on the resulting mailmix in a stylized theoretical framework. The remain-
der of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the recent literature
on the development and the drivers of the demand for mail as well as the eco-
nomics of platform markets. Section 3 characterizes the postal mailstream as a
platform and compares it to other platform markets. It also discusses the var-
ious agents’ roles and their interaction. Section 4 presents a stylized model of
postal competition and its equilibria in various scenarios. Section 5 concludes.

2 Related literature

This paper builds on the literature on mail demand and platform markets.
These two strands of the literature and their significance for this paper are
shortly summarized in this section.

2.1 Demand for mail

Postal mail volumes have been continuously decreasing during the last decade
due to the emergence of new communication possibilities. WIK-Consult (2013)
finds that letter volumes in the European mail sector decreased from 97 billion to
82 billion items between 2007 and 2011. This corresponds to a decline of around
3% to 4% per year. Nevertheless, mail is still important: in 2011 it accounted for
about 0.3% of the EU-28 GDP. Although the change of communication behavior
is a main driver of demand, the authors identify pricing and economic activity
as other key factors shaping demand for mail. However, not all types of mail are
the same. The most general differentiation is between direct and transactional
mail where the latter may be sent from business or private customers.

Direct mail is a specific type of bulk mail that must fulfill certain criteria re-
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garding contents. Bulk mail refers to mail composed of similar (though not
necessarily identical) items sent in large volumes of which direct mail repre-
sents the majority. Directive 2008/6/EC defines direct mail as: “(...) consisting
solely of advertising, marketing or publicity material and comprising an identi-
cal message, except for the addressee’s name, address and identifying number
(...)”. Direct mail is therefore a typical form of advertisement and it competes
with other advertising channels such as newspapers, the Internet, radio, etc.
The senders’ profit from direct mail is strongly linked with the probability that
recipients are purchasing the advertised product. It is straightforward that this
probability increases with higher attention of the recipients towards the adver-
tisement. Hence, the recipients’ attention is a crucial part of the value of direct
mail for its senders. However, attention is not only driven by the degree of
targeting but also by the mix of direct and transactional mail, as explained in
section 3 below.

Figure 1 shows the development of transactional mail and direct mail items per
capita for various postal universal service providers (USPs). Although many
countries faced a decline of direct mail between 2007 and 2010, volumes sta-
bilized between 2010 and 2011. WIK (2013) therefore argues that the decline
is mainly driven by the economic recession and not by electronic substitution.
The stabilization may indicate that direct mail is not as exposed to electronic
substitution as transactional mail and has not lost relevance in comparison to
other forms of advertising (see also Bradley et al., 2015). This is in line with the
results from Central Mailing Services (2014), Royal Mail (2013) and The Boston
Consulting Group (2010), who conclude that direct mail keeps a strong position
in the market for advertisements as it often benefits from a higher return on
investment compared to other marketing channels. Even though direct mail
volumes remain strong, we will argue below that there might be a long-term
adverse indirect effect of declining transactional mail on direct mail, too.

Figure 1: Comparison of direct and transactional mail volume per capita
(source: Wik survey and WIK research; presented in WIK, 2013).
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Transactional mail can be grouped according to the sender’s and the recipi-
ent’s position in the market. The most common forms are business to con-
sumers (B2B), business to business (B2C) and consumer to consumer (C2C)
mail. Transactional mail may be either sent in bulk or as single-piece items.

In European postal markets, nominal prices for bulk mail increased by 15.9% on
average between 2004 and 2011, while real prices have remained almost constant
over the period (see Copenhagen Economics, 2012). Prices for domestic priority
single-piece items increased nominally by 35%. Non-priority mail is a lower-
cost alternative to priority letters. It is not offered in all countries, but in a
substantial number of countries it is the most commonly used service. Between
2004 and 2011, nominal prices have increased by 50%.

Elkelä and Nikali (2009) have studied how senders select their communication
channel and have ranked five different factors according to their relevance: (1)
reliable arrival of message, (2) ease of use, (3) data security, (4) price and (5)
speed of communication. The reliability of the arrival of the message is the most
important factor and should therefore also have a major impact on the profit
of transactional mail senders. It is important to note that a message has not
actually arrived until the receiver pays attention to it, i.e. until he reads it. The
same holds for other communication channels: if the receiver is not interested
in a certain communication channel then he will give no or little attention to
the messages he receives.

Figure 2: Development of different transactional mail types in the Finnish mar-
ket (source: Itella, 2012; presented in Martin et al., 2013).

The development of mail prices and its volumes shows that various types of
mail evolve quite differently. So far, transactional mail seems to have suffered
more from electronic substitution than direct mail. However, there may be an
indirect effect through the degradation of the mailmix which will affect direct
mail in the long-term (and might have started to do so already, see Figure 1).
Competition has also evolved differently in the various segments of mail: New
postal operators often focus on bulk mail (see e.g. WIK, 2013) while trans-
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actional mail originating from private customers remains mostly uncontested.
While e.g. Bradley et al. (2015) discuss the role of the recipients’ attention for
mail as an important driver for senders’ demand, to our knowledge, there is no
research yet on the effect of the postal mailmix on the recipients’ attention and
the value of the mail channel for advertisers. For other platforms, e.g. news-
papers, the interaction between the various types of content and their role in
the competition for readers has been studied extensively. This literature will be
shortly reviewed in the next section.

2.2 Platform markets

A platform serves two or multiple distinct groups of agents, where the utilities
of the agents in one group depend on the presence of the others. A particularly
interesting case is asymmeric interaction of the utilities between the groups on
the platform, i.e. one group exerts a negative effect on the other group, while
the latter exerts a positive effect on the former. This dissimilar interaction
between the groups’ utilities complicates the profit-maximizing price setting for
the platform provider. Only recently, a literature on such platforms and two-
sided markets has emerged with Rochet and Tirole (2003), Armstrong (2006),
as well as Rochet and Tirole (2006) as notable starting points. A standard
example for platforms with asymmetric external effects is the media sector, i.e.
newspapers, radio, and television channels, where one group consists of the
consumers of editorial content and the other group by advertising firms.

The economics of media platforms have been studied extensively. Common to
all models is the division of the platform’s users in two sides, advertising firms
and content consumers. For instance, Anderson and Gabszewicz (2005) model
the media sector as a two-sided market in which they take into account the
influence of advertising on media usage. The model is applied in the specific
context of television by Anderson and Coate (2005). Furthermore, Gode et al.
(2009), Crampes et al. (2009), as well as Reisinger (2012) investigate the com-
petition between media companies using a platform model, which also integrates
external effects of advertising on the media content consumers. Peitz and Val-
letti (2008) consider different platform designs for television – with subscription
fees and for free – and compare the resulting advertising intensity and content
differentiation. Advertising is both theoretically and empirically found to exert
negative externalities on media content consumers, see e.g. Gabszewicz et al.
(2004) and Wilbur (2008).

The mailstream of POs can also be viewed as a platform. In fact, the mailstream
can be described as carrying two types of mail – transactional and direct mail
– while three groups interact on it: recipients of mail, senders of transactional
mail, and advertisers, i.e. senders of direct mail (see Section 3.2). There is an
interdependency between one group’s mail volume and the others’ profit. Both
types of senders are interested in the recipients’ attention to their items. In
particular, the attention for direct mail is affected by the mailmix the recipient
receives in his letterbox. It is conjectured that transactional mail exerts a posi-
tive effect on the recipients attention to his mail. Consequently, the demand for
transactional mail and the demand for direct mail are interdependent: Direct
mail receives more attention by recipients who receive more transactional mail.
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The postal sector has so far not been studied from a two-sided market perspec-
tive in which there is an interdependency between different types of mail. Jaag
and Trinkner (2008) model the mail market as a two-sided market, too, but
they considers sender and recipients as the two sides of the market. They argue
that the subsidization of recipients by senders through the sender-pays-principle
is a natural outcome of the two-sidedness of the market. The present paper is
also somewhat related to Bradley et al. (2015) who analyze the demand for
saturation advertising mail and targeting advertising mail in competition for
the recipients’ attention. De Donder et al. (2011) study welfare and pricing for
bulk mail which comprises two distinct markets, of transactional and advertising
mail, for which the price elasticities are different but the cost of providing those
services is the same. However, they assume that demands in these markets are
independent of each other.

3 The mailstream as a platform

3.1 Comparison of different platform markets

A comparison of the mailstream as a platform to the standard examples from
the media sector shows that there are significant similarities. Most importantly,
all platforms face consumers of content – mail and editorial content – in a first
market and firms (in a second market) directing advertising to the consumers
as two distinct groups on the platform. The most apparent analogies between
the television, print media, and mail platforms are presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Analogies between television, newspaper and postal mail platforms.

There are also an important differences between the mailstream and media
platforms. In the case of the postal mail platform, there are two distinct sender
groups in the first market: senders of transactional mail and senders of direct
mail. Furthermore, while senders pay a postage fee to the platform provider,
the recipients are not charged any price for the use of the mailstream platform.
Media platforms may be free for content consumers, but in many cases they
charge a subscription or a price per unit. Naturally, the question arises whether
such differences have an effect on the optimal pricing strategy of POs to the two
groups of senders. In fact, note that the media sector could also be modelled
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with three groups: the third group would then consist of content providers in
the form of editorial staff or external content sources. The structures of the
postal platform and the media platforms are illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Illustration of the structure of the mailstream and media platforms.

In the model discussed below, the mailstream is formalized as a platform, where
the focus is on agent heterogeneity across one side of the platform.1 Conse-
quences for optimal pricing are analyzed within both monopolistic as well as
duopolistic market structures. Finally, implications for POs with regards to the
optimal mailmix and its pricing are drawn from the results in the monopolistic
and duopolistic frameworks. More generally, the model also contributes to the
literature on platforms from a conceptual viewpoint. The (editorial) platform
content is not assumed to be externally given – as in the standard models of
platforms for the media sector – but created by the platform itself via a group
of its users (the senders of transactional mail) and thus also explicitly mod-
elled. Such a more general model could be applied to the media sector, too, by
introducing editorial staff as a third group on a media platform.

3.2 Characteristics of the platform agents

The set-up of our model includes four types of agents: the PO as a platform
provider, recipients of mail, senders of transactional mail and senders of direct
mail.

The incumbent postal operator (inc) provides the mail platform and maximizes
his profits in two different markets by offering transactional mail and direct
mail. The PO thus sets prices for the two types of mail, and faces the ensuing
demand in these two markets.

The recipient (r) has access to a mailbox in which he finds transactional mail

1In a companion paper (Jaag et al., 2016), the direction and the extent of the interdepen-
dencies between various types of mail are investigated empirically with data from the Swiss
mail market.
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and direct mail. The recipient’s attention to the direct mail he receives is
increasing in the volume of transactional mail he receives. Hence, there is an
interdependency between the two types of mail. Potential extensions to this
paper involve preferences for certain subsets of transactional mail and of direct
mail. Intuitively, a recipient prefers a love letter to an invoice, and relevant
advertising, e.g. linked to his interests, to irrelevant advertising, e.g. about
products he is indifferent about or dislikes.

The transactional mail sender (tms) uses the mail platform to send transactional
mail items and incurs a postage fee per item. His profit depends on the quantity
of his transactional mail and the postage fee.

The direct mail sender (dms) uses the mail platform for direct advertising pur-
poses. He sends physical adverts with the intention to raise awareness of his
products among the recipients. His ultimate objective is to subsequently in-
crease demand for his products. His profit hence depends not only on the
quantity of his direct mail and the postage fee, but also on how effective the
advertising is for his sales. This effectiveness of direct mail depends on the at-
tention the recipient pays to his mail which is positively affected by the number
of transactional mail items in the mailstream.

4 The model

Demand for transactional and direct mail are analyzed both in a monopolistic
as well as in a competitive market structure. The former scenario refers to the
status quo in most postal sectors, where the incumbent postal operator enjoys
a monopoly for the mailstream including direct mail items, while the latter sce-
nario considers a natural next liberalization move, i.e. to admit competition
in the mailstream for direct mail items only. In our model the postal operator
first sets the prices and the customers then choose the quantity they demand.
Throughout the model, we assume that there are two representative senders, a
direct mail sender and a transactional mail sender, and a representative recipi-
ent. Both sender types only send one – “their” – type of mail.

4.1 Postal monopoly

The benchmark model is a postal monopoly serving the two sender types with
direct and transactional mail. In a first case we assume that the two mail
types do not interact with each other (model without interdependency between
mail types); in a second case we allow the direct mail sender’s profit to depend
not only on his own mail volume and the price, but also on the number of
transactional mail items in the recipient’s mailbox, however, the postal operator
is not aware of this interdependency and does thus not consider it in his decision-
making. In a third case, the two mail types interact and the postal operator
takes this into account.
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4.1.1 No interdependency between mail types

The two senders’ profit maximization problems are

max
xd

πdms = uxd −
1

2
x2d − pdxd

and

max
xt

πtms = uxt −
1

2
x2t − ptxt,

respectively, where π is the senders’ profit, u is a demand parameter, x is their
mail quantity per receiver and p is the price per mail item. Subscript d denotes
direct mail while t stands for transactional mail. The ensuing optimal choices
of mail volumes are:

x∗d = u− pd

and

x∗t = u− pt.

Anticipating these optimal quantities demanded, the postal incumbent monop-
olist faces the following optimization problem:

max
pd,pt

πinc = pdx
∗
d + ptx

∗
t − cdx

∗
d − ctx

∗
t − f,

where c is the marginal cost of a mail item and f denotes fixed cost (per recip-
ient). We assume that cd < ct, i.e. that the marginal cost of processing and
delivering a direct mail item is lower than for a transactional mail item. This
seems plausible given that in contrast to transactional mail, direct mail items
can be distributed without screening and sorting. Moreover, it needs to be in-
voked that ct < u, in order to ensure positive demand. The following optimal
prices ensue.

pM,nI
d =

u+ cd
2

and

pM,nI
t =

u+ ct
2

.

Given these prices, the optimal demand for the two mail types reads as follows.

xM,nI
d =

u− cd
2

,
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xM,nI
t =

u− ct
2

.

Observe that pM,nI
d < pM,nI

t and thus xM,nI
d > xM,nI

t . A profit-maximizing
postal operator prices driect mail less expensive than transactional mail due to
the former’s lower costs. In fact, this is often observed in postal pricing where
e.g. single-piece mail (which is often transactional mail) is sold at a higher price
than bulk mail (which is often direct mail).

4.1.2 Neglected interdependency between mail types

It is now assumed that there exists an interdependency between the two mail
types, but the incumbent is unaware of it.2

The two senders’ profit maximization problems are thus

max
xd

πdms = (u+ axt)xd −
1

2
x2d − pdxd

and

max
xt

πtms = uxt −
1

2
x2t − ptxt,

where 0 ≤ a < 2 captures the positive effect of transactional mail demand on
direct mail demand. The ensuing optimal quantities are given by

x∗d = (1 + a)u− pd − apt

and

x∗t = u− pt.

The incumbent operator, however, does only anticipate optimal sender choice
without interdependencies, as he is not aware of the latter. He thus neglects the
externality of transactional mail on direct mail and anticipates optimal demand
as in case 4.1.1. Consequently, his optimization problem remains the same and
reads as follows.

max
pd,pt

πinc = (pd − cd)(u− pd) + (pt − ct)(u− pt) − f.

The ensuing optimal prices are again – as in the case without any interdepen-
dencies in the model – as follows.

2Note that the implicit interdependency approach could be formally embedded in the
recent literature on unawareness (cf. Schipper, forthcoming). For simplicity sake awareness
structures are not introduced here.
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pM,nI′

d =
u+ cd

2

and

pM,nI′

t =
u+ ct

2
.

However, with the existence of interdependencies between the mail types – even
though neglected by the postal operator – equilibrium demand is different and
obtains as

xM,nI′

d =
(1 + a)u− cd − act

2
,

xM,nI′

t =
u− ct

2
.

Due to the lower costs of direct mail and the same reasoning of the postal

operator, the same optimal prices obtain: pM,nI′

d = pM,nI
d = u+cd

2 as well as

pM,nI′

t = pM,nI
t = u+ct

2 . Consequently, it is still the case that pM,nI′

d < pM,nI′

t

and xM,nI′

d > xM,nI′

t . Compared to the case without interdependency between

mail types, note that transactional mail demand remains the same, i.e. xM,nI′

t =

xM,nI
t = u−ct

2 , but direct mail demand increases from xM,nI
d = u−cd

2 to xM,nI′

d =
(1+a)u−cd−act

2 , which is due to the positive externality direct mail demand enjoys
from transactional mail. The extent of the direct mail increase depends on the
parameter a, i.e. on how strong the interdependency is between the two mail
types.

4.1.3 Interdependency between mail types

Finally, the case is considered, where the incumbent monopolist is aware of
the interdependency between the mail types. The externality is thus taken
into account by all agents in the model. As is case 4.1.2, the senders’ decision
problems read as follows.

max
xd

πdms = (u+ axt)xd −
1

2
x2d − pdxd

and

max
xt

πtms = uxt −
1

2
x2t − ptxt,

with ensuing optimal demand

x∗d = (1 + a)u− pd − apt
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and

x∗t = u− pt.

Anticipating these optimal quantities of the two senders, the postal operator
faces the following profit maximization problem

max
pd,pt

πinc = pdx
∗
d + ptx

∗
t − cdx

∗
d − ctx

∗
t − f.

and the optimal prices for the two mail types obtain as

pM,I
d =

(2 + a)u+ (2 − a2)cd − act
4 − a2

and

pM,I
t =

(2 − a− a2)u+ acd + 2ct
4 − a2

.

Hence, compared to the equilibrium prices in the two preceeding cases, direct
mail is priced more expensively while transactional mail is sold at a lower price,
i.e. pM,I

d > pM,nI
d and pM,I

t < pM,nI
t . The higher price of direct mail results from

the postal operator exploiting the direct mail senders’ higher willingness to pay
which in turn is due direct mail enjoying positive externalities from transactional
mail. The lower price of transactional mail reflects the internalization these
externalities.

The following optimal demand quantities ensue:

xM,I
d =

(2 + a)u− 2cd − act
4 − a2

xM,I
t =

(2 + a)u− acd − 2ct
4 − a2

Note that it is still the case that direct mail demand is greater than transactional
mail demand, i.e. xM,I

d > xM,I
t . However, due to the internalization of the

postive externality both equilibrium quantities increase, i.e. xM,I
d > xM,nI

d and

xM,I
t > xM,nI

t . The positive effect of transactional mail on direct mail implies
that an exogenous decrease in transactional mail (e.g. as a result of electronic
substitution) decreases the senders’ willingness to pay for direct mail which
results in a decrease in the postal operator’s optimal price for direct mail. Also
note that the mailmix improves, i.e. xM,I

d − xM,I
t < xM,nI

d − xM,nI
t .

4.2 Postal competition in direct mail

Next the effect of postal competition on the optimal pricing for the two mail
types is considered. We assume that there is an entrant focusing on direct
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mail and competing directly with the incumbent postal operator. In line with
cream-skimming reasoning it seems natural for an entrant to first challenge the
incumbent in the low-cost direct mail segment. Hence, there are two types of
services for the direct mail sender while still only one service for transactional
mail exists. For the sender of direct mail, the profit maximization problem with
postal competition can be formulated as follows:

max
xd,x̂d

πdms = (u+ axt)xd + (u+ axt)x̂d −
1

2
x2d −

1

2
x̂2d − εxdx̂d − pdxd − p̂dx̂d,

where variables marked with a hat ( ˆ ) are associated with the entrant and
0 < ε < 1 denotes the degree of differentiation between the two direct mail
services: The closer it is to zero, the higher is the degree of differentiation, and
the closer it is to one, the higher the substitutability between the products of
the two postal competitiors. Note that the profit maximization problem for the
sender of transactional mail remains the same:

max
xt

πtms = uxt −
1

2
x2t − ptxt.

Profit-maximizing quantities obtain as

xd = u+ axt − εx̂d − pd,

x̂d = u+ axt − εxd − p̂d

and

xt = u− pt.

Substituting the different quantities yields

x∗d =
(1 + a− ε− εa)u− pd + εp̂d − (a− εa)pt

1 − ε2
,

x̂∗d =
(1 + a− ε− εa)u+ εpd − p̂d − (a− εa)pt

1 − ε2

and

x∗t = u− pt.

Anticipating optimal demand, the incumbent and the entrant maximize their
respective profits

max
pd,pt

πinc = pdx
∗
d + ptx

∗
t − cdx

∗
d − ctx

∗
t − f
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and

max
p̂d

πent = p̂dx̂
∗
d − ĉdx̂

∗
d − f.

It is assuemd that ĉd < cd, i.e. that the entrant has lower marginal cost of
processing direct mail than the incumbent. This seems a plausible assumption,
since the entrant can do cherry-picking with regards to the deleivery zones.
Optimal prices are

pd =
(1 + a− ε− εa)u+ cd + εp̂d − (a− εa)pt

2
,

p̂d =
(1 + a− ε− εa)u+ ĉd + εpd − (a− εa)pt

2

and

pt =
(1 − ε2)u− (εa− a)cd + (1 − ε2)ct − (a− εa)pd

2(1 − ε2)
.

Note that pd increases in cd and in p̂d, but decreases in pt. The latter relation
is due to the positive externality of transactional mail on direct mail. As pt de-
creases in pd, the incumbent actually takes into account the externality between
transaction and direct mail in its decision making.

It follows that

pd =
(2 + ε)(1 + a− ε− εa)u+ 2cd + εĉd − (2 + ε)(a− εa)pt

4 − ε2

and

p̂d =
(2 + ε)(1 + a− ε− εa)u+ 2ĉd + εcd − (2 + ε)(a− εa)pt

4 − ε2
.

Therefore, p̂d < pd, i.e. the entrant prices its direct mail service lower than the
incumbent in equilibrium. Due to its lower costs the entrant can thus free-ride
on the positive externality from the incumbent’s transactional mail. It then
follows that x̂∗d > x∗d, i.e. direct mail demand for the entrant is higher than for
the incumbent.

Also note that the effect of the substitutatiblity on transactional mail pricing is
positive:

∂pt
∂ε

=
2a(1 − ε)(pd − cd)

4(1 − ε2)2
> 0

Intuitively, a higher degree of substitutability intensifies direct mail competition
and the positive effect of a low transactional mail price becomes less attractive
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for the incumbent due to the entrant increasinlgy benefiting from it with higher
substitutability.

Two special cases are considered next: highly differentiated direct mail services
and highly substitutitable direct mail services.

4.2.1 Maximum differentiation

Maximum differentiation can be characterized by ε = 0. Then, the direct mail
quantitites demanded from the incumbent and the entrant are independent. It
follows that demand for the three mail types is given by

x∗d = (1 + a)u− pd − apt,

x̂∗d = (1 + a)u− p̂d − apt,

and

x∗t = u− pt.

The postal operators’ profit-maximizing prices obtain as

pd,ε=0 =
(1 + a)u+ cd − apt

2
,

p̂d,ε=0 =
(1 + a)u+ ĉd − apt

2

and

pt,ε=0 =
u+ acd + ct − apd

2
.

Hence,

pCd,ε=0 =
(2 + a)u+ (2 − a2)cd − act

4 − a2
,

p̂Cd,ε=0 =
(4 + 2a)u− a2cd + (4 − a2)ĉd − 2act

2(4 − a2)

and

pCt,ε=0 =
(2 − a− a2)u+ acd + 2ct

4 − a2
.
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Compared to the monopoly situation, observe that the incumbent’s prices for
direct and transactional mail are the same. This is due to maximum differen-
tiation, i.e. ε = 0, which leaves the incumbent’s direct mail unaffected by the
entrant’s decision making. The entrant benefits from the incumbent’s transac-
tional mail which is reflected in its price p̂∗d,ε=0. Since the entrant’s marginal
cost is assumed to be lower than the incumbent’s, it follows that p̂∗d,ε=0 < p∗d,ε=0.
Consequently, with maximum differentiation of the two direct mail services, the
following demand ensues:

xCd,ε=0 =
(2 + a)u− 2cd − act

4 − a2
,

x̂Cd,ε=0 =
(4 + 2a)u− a2cd − (4 − a2)ĉd − 2act

2(4 − a2)

and

xCt,ε=0 =
(2 + a)u− acd − 2ct

4 − a2
.

The optimal demand for direct and transactional mail, respectively, can also
be compared with the postal monopoly scenario. First, note that the optimal
demand for transactional and direct mail services by the incumbent is the same
under competition with maximum differentiation as under a postal monopoly.
Second, due to the presence of the entrant, total direct mail demand is now
higher.

4.2.2 The entrant takes it all

In the case of the direct mail services being highly substitutable the entrant –
due to its cost advantage over the incumbent – takes over the whole direct mail
market from the incumbent. A condition for this case to obtain is x∗d = 0 i.e.

ε =
u+ au− pd − apt
u+ au− p̂d − apt

.

Hence, if the two direct mail services are offered with a low price difference,
then a rather high degree of substitutability is needed for the entrant to take
over the whole market. However, if the price difference is substantial and the
entrant prices considerably lower than the incumbent, then the entrant is able
to take over the whole direct mail market with a low degree of substitutability.

The two senders’ optimization problems are given as follows:

max
x̂d

πdms = (u+ axt)x̂d −
1

2
x̂2d − p̂dx̂d,

max
xt

πtms = uxt −
1

2
x2t − ptxt.
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The profit-maximizing demand functions are:

x̂d = u− p̂d + axt i.e. x̂∗d = (1 + a)u− p̂d − apt

and

x∗t = u− pt.

Anticipating the senders’ optimal demand, the two postal operators set their
profit-maximizing prices according to

max
p̂d

πent = x̂∗dp̂d − ĉdx̂
∗
d − f,

max
pt

πinc = x∗t pt − ctx
∗
t − f.

Optimal prices and resulting quantities are

p̂d =
(1 + a)u+ ĉd − apt

2
i.e. p̂Ed =

(2 + a)u+ 2ĉd − act
4

,

pEt =
u+ ct

2
,

x̂Ed =
(2 + a)u− 2ĉd − act

4
,

xEt =
u− ct

2
.

Hence, pEt = pM,nI
t , i.e. the incumbent’s price for transactional mail is equal to

the monopoly outcome without interdependency, since the incumbent does not
take into account the positive effect of its transactional mail on the entrant’s
direct mail demand. It is higher than in all the other competitive scenarios for
the same reason. Also the equilibrium quantity of transactional mail is the same
as in the monopoly case without interdependency. The entrant’s price for direct
mail is lower than in the competitive case with ε = 0 , i.e. p̂Ed < p̂Cd,ε=0, as the
price and quantity of transactional mail do not reflect its effect on direct mail.

5 Conclusion

This paper interprets the postal mailstream as a platform with two market sides
in a theoretical model: On the one side of the market, advertisers (senders of
direct mail) and senders of transactional mail are customers for mail services.
On the other side of the market, there are the recipients. The value of direct mail
for its sender depends the number of transactional mail items in the mailstream,
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i.e. there is an interdependency between the two types of mail. Hence, there are
significant similarities between the mailstream as a platform and the standard
examples from the media sector. Most importantly, all platforms face consumers
of content – mail and editorial content – in a first market and firms (in a second
market) directing advertising to the consumers as two distinct groups on the
platform.

Platforms like newspapers and television channels subsidize their editorial con-
tent in order to make their platform attractive both for their audience and ad-
vertisers. In the case of the postal mail platform, there are two distinct sender
groups in one market: senders of transactional mail and senders of direct mail.
Both sender types typically pay a postage fee to the platform provider. Direct
mail is often less expensive than transactional mail, which reflects differences
in their direct cost and the competitive environments. Our considerations show
that it would be beneficial for POs to take into account the positive effect of
transactional mail on direct mail by lowering the former’s price and thereby
increasing the attractiveness of the mailstream as a platform.

Competition in mail is not restricted to direct competition between POs. Espe-
cially transactional mail also competes with alternative means of communication
and tends to be increasingly substituted, which is reflected in decreasing vol-
umes. Direct mail, however has so far experienced lower rates of decrease, which
indicates a lower degree of substitutability with other forms of advertising. The
results of the previous Section 4.2 suggest that there is an indirect effect of the
substitution of transactional mail on direct mail through the degradation of the
mailmix. This makes the mail channel less attractive for advertising, too. As
a result, incumbent POs and their direct competitors may lose market share to
other advertizing platforms as a (possibly lagged) consequence of the electronic
substitution of transactional mail.

An example for an active improvement of the mailmix by a PO is the PostCard
creator offered by Swiss Post. It is an application for Android an iOS platforms
which allows its users to send physical postcards to any Swiss address. The post-
cards may contain a written text and a picture provided by the user. Every user
is offered one free postcard per day. The service is very popular in Switzerland
and it contributes to the attractiveness of the consumers’ mailstream.

A low price of transactional mail to improve the mailmix is well possible for a
monopolistic PO who can thereby fully internalize the interdependency between
the mail categories. However, these efforts are thwarted by the decrease of
transactional mail due to electronic substitution which has a long-term adverse
indirect effect on direct mail through the degradation of the mailmix. With open
postal markets, entrant POs typically focus on bulk and direct mail. Hence,
they can freeride on the mailmix provided by the incumbent PO. This reduces
the incumbent’s incentives to cross-subsidize transactional mail in an effort to
make the mailstream an attractive platform for advertising. Hence, besides
the adverse effect of electronic substitution, the mailmix also tends to degrade
as a result of postal market opening which might indirectly contribute to the
substitution of direct mail, too.
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